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Such a Lin Ziming is really terrifying, surpassing their recognition of the
strong, even the military god Huangpu Dao had this strength!
They couldn’t help but have a thought of rejoicing. Fortunately, Lin Ziming
is a Chinese, so it can’t be bad.
At the same time, Lin Ziming’s beheading operation last night has spread to
all parts of the country. Once again, they have reorganized their
understanding of Lin Ziming!
With one enemy and three, within half a minute, three masters of the
God-Sounding Realm were killed, one of which was Bu Jingyun, who was
still a super arrogant.
This kind of strength is enough to be the strongest in the world!
In addition, Lin Ziming also killed fifteen half-step masters of the gods and
more than 30 masters of the innate realm! !
This record, this strength, already scared everyone.
Yes, it is no longer shocked, but shocked.
Before that, they had never heard of anyone with such terrifying strength
and capable of doing such a shocking thing.
With the first battle, Lin Ziming was already enough to rise to the ranks of
the world’s top powerhouses.
The so-called world’s top powerhouse is not enough for the cultivation base
to reach the realm of the gods, but the real strength, ranking top ten in the
world!
How big is the world and how many strong are there?
How many masters in the gods, said they are so powerful, but in fact, they
are not even top-notch.
Take Adam, who was invincible before, although he is a master of the God
Realm, but he is not considered to be the top.
Even Huangpu Road, as the god of China, is far from the top.
Because the top ten powerhouses really dominate the world!
But now, Lin Ziming is only in his early thirties, and how long has he just
broken through to the psychic realm before he can stabilize the top?
While many people were shocked, they were also a bit distrustful and
skeptical, because before Lin Ziming, such things had never happened! !
However, because there were too many people who escaped that night, there
were dozens of them. These were all witnesses. Under their testimony, Lin
Ziming’s record that night was not controversial.
boom! !
At the same time, in a certain marginal part of the world, several people
gathered, and these people carried a huge aura. Every character was a super
master, and his cultivation level was above the God-Throughout Realm.
They are the few powerhouses in the martial art world, powerhouses in the
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realm of God.
It was an old man who smashed things.
I saw that although this old man wasn’t tall, his aura was extremely
terrifying and fierce, especially his eyes, which turned out to be orange.
But at this time, the orange slowly changed to red, murderous.
“Lin Ziming! This is Lin Ziming again! Outrageous! Outrageous!!!”
This man was making a terrible fire. In front of him, there were a bunch of
photos, and these photos were all photos of Lin Ziming’s murder.
There are two photos in which Lin Ziming’s gaze is staring at the lens,
obviously he knows the lens exists.
However, Lin Ziming did not destroy the lens, but let the photos be sent out.
In addition to this old man, here, there are also a few strong men of the
God-passing Realm gathered here, their faces are also solemn, and there is
anger and hatred in their eyes. But in addition, there is a strong fear!
It is the fear of Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming’s behavior last night surpassed his expectations. They had no
idea that Lin Ziming had such courage and strength!
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